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Status: Closed  Start date: Due date:
Priority: Normal  % Done: 0%
Assignee: Go MAEDA  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Category: UI  Target version: 4.0.2
Resolution: Fixed

Description

When I follow e.g. the link message#4, the forum page opens without any indication where the linked reply message is.

In Redmine 4.x, the linked issue notes (#22978) and wiki sections (#28330) is emphasized.

My patch have the linked reply message visually emphasized like these:

screenshot_highlight_the_linked_message.png

As noticed in #28330#note-4, I believe this improvement should be applied to the version 4.x.x stream.

Related issues:
Related to Redmine - Feature # 22978: Links to issue notes should highlight t... Closed

Associated revisions

Revision 17884 - 2019-02-19 05:54 - Go MAEDA

Links to forum replies should highlight the linked reply (#30834).

Patch by Popoki Tom.

Revision 17885 - 2019-02-19 06:02 - Go MAEDA

Merged r17884 from trunk to 4.0-stable (#30834).

History

#1 - 2019-02-19 03:17 - Go MAEDA
- Related to Feature #22978: Links to issue notes should highlight the linked note added

#2 - 2019-02-19 03:22 - Go MAEDA
- Target version set to 4.0.2

Popoki Tom (@cat_in_136) wrote:

As noticed in #28330#note-4, I believe this improvement should be applied to the version 4.x.x stream.

Indeed. I forgot to create an issue at that time. I think the fix should be delivered in 4.0.2.
I confirmed that the patch will work for me.

- Subject changed from Link to forum reply-message headings should highlight the linked heading to Links to forum replies should highlight the linked reply
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee set to Go MAEDA
- Resolution set to Fixed

Committed the patch. Thank you for your contribution.
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